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Abstract:
In this research papers is analyse the critically role of senior managers on organizational change and how their role can be addressed in the best and appropriate way in organizational change. Organizational change can achieve through effect of behaviour on organizational performance as well as role and responsibility that senior managers have on motivation within organizational changes. In some cases senior managers during process of organizational change create barriers for any group of interest within organisation. The managerial decisions in the process of organizational change are associated with conflict and it can be from internal and external environment. Managerial decisions may affect the interest of internal groups in organization and senior managers need to their authority to resolve the conflict situation in organization. Internal conflict usually is associated with poor decisions, administrative allocation and latent roles while most of external conflicts are from technology and environment change. In modern economy, the nature of organizational change and behaviour has their impact from different factors, such as: rapid change of technology, competitions, market change and environment change.
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1. Introduction:
The purpose on this research paper is to explain role of senior managers on organizational change, their role as possible barriers on organizational change and how can be addressed in the best way. Therefore the role of senior managers is essential in organizational change because the main responsibility of senior managers is to increase interest of understanding as well as encouraging of knowledge-sharing behaviour in their organizations, by Lin & Lee (2004). While one the most challenge in the managerial world is organizational change because the change comes for internal and external environment and that can often appear as a serious barrier. In the first part is elaborated managerial behaviour with their employees within organizational and environmentally change, process of understanding, implementing behaviour as a related process for management.

Also is discussed effect of behaviour on performance of organization, role and responsibility of the senior managers to increase motivation on organizational behaviour. In second part is elaborated managerial conflict in organization, when the conflict in organization appears in different form, it comes from internal group and environment which is really challenge for managerial decision. To resolve conflict in their organization, senior managers with their authority have to resolve these conflict situations. In the last part are analyzed importance of change and the role of management in process of change, the way how they address the issue in the process of change, which of them can be more adapt in organizational and environment change. Their action in these situation of change, may have positive (or negative) to increase performance for employers and for their organization.

2. Literature Review:
The world of organizations is a messy one which is full of controversies and most of them appear as irresolvable, as argue Thomas, (2003). Despite these circumstances, the managerial behaviour and organizational change have shown a high number (over 70 %) of failures of organizations then these data shown how is important the role of senior managers toward changes in their organization. Environment (external) of organization has rapidly changed and where the organization has
their delay on change, it will affect on organizational behaviour in whole organization. So, it is main argument that organizational change should be process of change. According by Buchanan & Huczynski (2010) the organizational change is interdisciplinary field which research the behaviour people within organization as well as environment and change behaviour. While the role of organizational behaviour is an actual performance of a position or organizational responsible, as cited by Teh & Yong (2011)

To understand organizational behaviour is not easy process for managers also to implement the behaviour inside of organization is very difficult process for managers. But where senior management has reached their intention for good organizational behaviour, their success is inevitable and this can achieve by different ways. Organizational performance always has been associated with success while organizational culture has been positive line with results of effectiveness, as argue Vallett (2010). According by D’Aquila (2001), the main role of senior management is to create the ethical behaviour. Senior management with behaviour change tends to promote growth performance, this can be achieving through team training and the eternal management challenge, Prokech (2009).

If the senior management can’t create a good environment on organizational behaviour, it immediately will present as internal problems at all organizational levels. If referred Suazo & Stone-Romero (2010) such behaviour directly will have impact on work satisfaction, courtesy, dedication and organizational commitment; and they are related negatively on role performance and organizational behaviour. According by Snape & Redman (2010), employee behaviour may have implications for organizational performance. The negative behaviour may present problems or barriers that nobody in the organization doesn’t want to happen (as individual or as organization). In these situations the role and responsibility of senior management is to increase motivation on organizational behaviour. Good results on organization reflect to job satisfaction and positive organizational behaviour, and in shaping employee attitudes, beliefs, and behaviours, Morin et al (2010) & Chiaburu et al (2010).

Senior management always should aim to establish a fair treatment, such as: cultures, nature of organizational behaviour, accompany the behavioural in the workplace that can positively influence in change behaviours and minimize anti-change on organizational behaviour, based by Fuchs (2010). The senior management role is necessary to create organizational behaviour to be supported with organizational policies in order to exceed the potential problems. As argued by Aryee et al (2004), concepts of organizational politics need to be connected with employee attitudes and behaviour in the organization, and good organizational behaviours have positive effect so employees increase trust in their managers. According by Korsgaard et al (2002) in managerial behaviour are five categories that may affected on their employees behaviour and they are as following: consistency, integrity, control, communication and demonstration of concern. This is what every manager wants to be on their organizational behaviour.

Different circumstances often can bring organizational conflict but this is not the desire of senior management. According by Bakhare R. (2010), conflict can arise for various reasons and conflict may result from not compatible between individuals or groups for different issues, such as: needs and belief, etc; while on organizational aspect conflict can be expect individuals and groups also in organizational level. Conflict usually is associated with effective decisions, and relationship conflict is associated with poor decisions, as cited Tony & Peterson (2000). Organizational conflict displayed for some reason which can be internal conflict that mostly arises from organizational change and external conflict usually comes from environment change. According by Thomson (1960) conflicts within organization is administrative allocation and latent roles while external conflict is from technology and environment change. Role of senior management is to resolve these conflicts through conception and principles of organization. In the other side external effects very easy can bring conflict in the organization.

If have the situation that senior manager is powerless with his authority during time of conflict in organizational, then the unresolved conflict may create a higher negative effect on organization and on employees behaviour. According by Lieberman et al (2009), unresolved conflict will be reflected in many aspects and it will have effect particularly on: poor decision-making, cost time, decline of motivation for work and legal costs, etc. As argue by Butt et al (2009), the high level of conflict inside of organization has insupportable impact on the employee performance. This would reflect a poor level of performance for senior manager as well as for the organization; this is a situation where the senior manager's role is small against conflict situation and very inappropriate situation during organizational change.

To eliminate these barriers should be strengthened role of senior manager through control continuous in the process of organizational change. According by Samollenko (2008), control is associated with an order and absence of the conflict.
while an absence of control is associated chaos in organization and presents the conflict. As argue by Shack et al. (2005), the wider and actively implication of management, is the most important component to managing conflict within the top management group. Thus, the role of senior management is constantly to approach in solving problems and eliminating barriers if these appear during their activity in organization. According by Ohbuchi & Mariko (2003), the present results suggest that the management contributes to the constructive settlement on organizational conflict. This is the best way to address the issue in resolving conflict during the process of organizational change.

The way how is addressed the issue of change, belongs if only compare the role of leadership and top level management in the change process, because today the change is rapidly in many aspects: technology, competitions, change market and environment change. Therefore, as cited by Bernard (1996), the ability to manage change in now recognized as a core organizational competence. According by Nadkarn & Mohammed (2011), these challenges require careful management of temporal resources in teams. According by Grabt et al. (2011) is essential to understand how characteristics leader may affect group performance on change environment. While the characteristics of management are to keep control the good performance. According by Gill (2003), when workers have more control, it can help define their own goal and them enables to participate in decision making about their job satisfaction. The manager’s work is to reflect in satisfy the group’s needs and realization of organizational goal.

Despite the way, how addressed issues over the role of managers in process of change which is very big as well as not easy to keep control organizational system during organizational change; therefore required repeatedly commitment and force. As argued by Mitzberg (1973), high levels of management have many roles in process of organisational change but the main are in following: interpersonal, information and decisive. Many authors have discussed that without management don’t have organizational work while managers are always needed, (Weihrich & Koontz (1993)). Therefore senior manager can increase their performance by support their group in the different way e.g. through high level motivation, good communication, creative ability; as cited by Bernard (2009). Ethics is very important tool in the management of organizations and in underlying values of individuals, groups and organizations. It has a significant impact not only on organizations environment but also on society as a whole. Finally, positive results of organizational change are to create ethical behaviour in organization, to facilitate adaptation on environment change, then to reduce conflict in organization. When senior manager have achieved this high level of performance, they will called first class worker, Taylor (1947).

3. Conclusion:

In conclusion is discussed the definition of the role of senior manager by different authors and their responsibility during the organizational change. The role of senior managers is necessary in many areas, such as: in develop skills, good organizational behaviours and provide problem solving in decision making. They facilitate successful progress in organizational change and the organizational change depend directly by value, experience, motivation, and beliefs of senior managers, as cited by Meneto et al. (2002), Price (2004) & Lin (2007). Environment (or external) change reflects in organizational change then these changes have affects in all level of managers and to their employees. Process of organizational change often describes as difficulties process but the role and responsibility of senior managers is to exceed these barriers (or difficulties). In a changing world, managers should promote stability, control and problem solving during process of organizational change, as argued Kotler (2001). Behaviour in the organization may be displayed in different way, in fact, this can derived from the external environment to inside organizational behaviour.

Therefore senior manager need to create ethical behaviour and motivation in order to adapt easily environmental change in organization. If the senior managers can’t adapt organizational change and appropriate organizational behaviour in organization, it will appear organizational problems at all level of organization. Organizational behaviour need to be supported by organizational policies to exceed the potential problems. There are five characteristic which have their effect on managerial behaviour, such as: behavioural consistency, integrity, control, communication and demonstration of concern and their impact is to increase trust of workers to their managerial level. Organizational conflict may be test for managers during their activity. Conflict can come from inside organization, such as: between managers’ level, individuals or groups, etc. Managers are responsible to resolve these conflicts through conception and principles that have their organizations. External factors that may create organizational conflict within organization are technological change and environmental change and these both factors may pushes managers to make decisions which may arise conflict within the organization. The best way to eliminate conflict in organization is control and wider implication of senior managers in managing conflict.
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